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I Allegro molto
II Andante
III Allegro molto
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Violin Concerto
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I Allegro molto
II Andante
III Allegro molto
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Alina Ibragimova violin • BBC Symphony Orchestra • Edward Gardner conductor
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Allegro molto
Lento
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Hallé • Ryan Wigglesworth conductor

Total timing

67’02

Alina Ibragimova appears on this recording with kind permission from Hyperion Records.
Edward Gardner appears on this recording with kind permission from Chandos Records.
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Huw Watkins A Public Composer
Huw Watkins was born in 1976 – five
months before the passing of one of
his prime musical forbears, Benjamin
Britten, signalled the end of an era in
British music. More widely, Britten and his
friend and mutual admirer, Shostakovich
(1906-75), had been rare examples of
non-avant garde yet robustly individual
public composers. Far from declining in
their wake, however, as one of today’s
leading composer-pianists, Watkins is
testimony that that tradition nonetheless
survives. And it’s notable that he came
of age (studying with Robin Holloway and
Alexander Goehr, then Julian Anderson)
during the final decade of Tippett’s life;
enormously touched by his music at a
time when renewed interest in tonality
and unironic, non-‘neo’ classical forms
began, within a wider pluralism, to
challenge accepted notions of music
history as ‘progress’.
The two concertos and debut symphony
brought together here reveal a fecund
imagination allied with impeccable
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craftsmanship and a directness of
expression that engages performer and
listener alike. Drawing on rich practical
experience and a highly attuned ear,
Watkins proves adept at dramatic
interplay on every level from the textural
to the structural, deploying the element of
surprise from strongly anchored, warmly
lyrical foundations.
Not that there is anything surprising
about the assuredness of these works.
Watkins was just 24 when, following
the success of his Sonata for Cello and
Eight Instruments (recorded on NMC’s
first ever Debut Disc, D164), the BBC
National Orchestra of Wales premiered
his Sinfonietta (2000) and commissioned
a Piano Concerto in which he himself was
soloist (2002).
Since then – and appointed BBC NOW
Composer-in-Association in 2015 – he
has evolved his already impressive,
instinctive orchestral technique through
several proto-symphonic works and

concertos: the former includes the
tantalisingly-named Little Symphony (a
string serenade composed in 2013 while
Orchestra of the Swan Composer-in-theHouse) and the latter most recently a
Cello Concerto for his renowned elder
brother, Paul Watkins (premiered at
the 2016 BBC Proms with BBC NOW,
conducted by Thomas Søndergård).
Watkins said of Little Symphony, “I love
trying to find fresh ways of using tonal,
triadic material, with rhythmically tricksy
things just to confuse the performer – but
in a satisfying way, I hope. I like things
to be accessible for a non-specialist
audience but not in any way writing down
for them.”
Nonetheless, close attention to Watkins’
music rewards the listener manyfold.
Typically, Watkins is inspired by purely
musical ideas rather than programmatic
or other, abstract concepts. A major
hallmark is to explore contrasts within
essentially complementary materials: for
instance, a repeated single note – say,
in harp or celesta – might underpin a

harmonic passage while also forming part
of a wider rhythmic motif that creates or
arrests momentum.
Similarly, open fifths in stacked horns
or sustained strings may be used alone
to clear a texture or to blend with other
instruments, perhaps with other pitches –
often including a sixth – suggestively
added. Those same intervals might
already have been heard as components
of a small cell of notes which is repeated
and developed to become a melodic
motif.
In a host of such ways, apparently
simple material is re-worked within
movements and from movement to
movement to create classically-based but
unpredictable structures, generating form
and content at the same time. Surprise
and delight await in equal measure as
the results unfold.
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Flute Concerto (2013)
Watkins is known for his keen
collaboration with other performers as
a chamber musician, and new works
often arise from there. Both the Flute
and Violin Concertos were composed for
soloists with whom he had already forged
close working relationships. Shortly
before the Violin Concerto premiered in
2010, Watkins appeared at the Gregynog
Festival with London Symphony Orchestra
Principal Flute, Adam Walker. For the
occasion he produced the flute and piano
duet, Capriccio – which Walker found
so entrancing that he instigated this
Concerto.
Fearsomely virtuosic, the work is
designed to showcase what Watkins
describes as the flautist’s “amazing
sound and control of his instrument”.
Thanks to sensitive orchestration it also
explodes the oft-repeated myth that
the flute, by dint of relative softness, is
unsuited to concerto treatment.
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Like its violin precursor, the Flute
Concerto puts the soloist absolutely
centre-stage, exploring an age-old
discourse between the individual and
the orchestra based on opposites, and
couched in myriad combinations of
moods and colours in-between.
Utilising traditional structures such as
sonata and rondo forms with freshness
and vigour, a sense of ambiguity
pervades the work, which dips at times
into darker, uneasy emotional terrain. It’s
cast in three movements, fast-slow-fast:
I Allegro molto; II Andante; and III Allegro
molto. So far so familiar, perhaps. Yet
tempi prove volatile throughout as the
flute is hurled between restless agitation
and dreamy, singing reflection.
From the start, rapid, obsessively
repeated flute motifs are underpinned
by long, arching lines that rise and fall in
the orchestra – whether in challenge or
support remains moot. Low orchestral
woodwind creates a base from which the
soloist flies through themes and counterthemes, improvisatory in feel yet with

tightly coiled energy across barlines and
changing metres.

Commissioned by the Borletti-Buitoni Trust and
London Symphony Orchestra with additional
funding from the Fidelio Charitable Trust and

These building blocks are assembled,
then continually stripped back and
reassembled in different ways across
each movement. The heart of the
work is the generally slower second, in
which echoes of Bartók haunt sparse,
orchestral passages. Here the harmonic
field becomes as unsettled as it is warmly
tonal, with piquant dissonances that
surface then subside as the flute rises
sylph-like to flutter through and above the
textures.
In the third movement, a resumption of
allegro proper pitches on-beats against
off-, threes against twos and coalescing
horns against would-be fanfaring
trumpets in an orchestral surge that
nonetheless never threatens the flautist’s
supremacy. At the close, all the players
appear to agree to subside, albeit without
resolution; the sense being that this is a
dialogue – and a soloist – that will never
run out of breath.

individual donors. Premiere performance,
Adam Walker and the London Symphony
Orchestra, conducted by Daniel Harding,
Barbican Hall, London, 23 February 2014.

Violin Concerto (2010)
Watkins’ close affinity with strings
was nurtured through family musicmaking from an early age, and through
performing ever since. As he explains,
“I’ve always been around string players. I
love working with them and I love stringpiano chamber music. That’s where I’m
happiest, I think, as a player.”
About the Violin Concerto he says,
“I’d written a solo piece for Alina; the
Partita – an unaccompanied piece –
when she was a BBC New Generation
Artist [2005-7]. We got on well and had
done concerts together. So I think she
just really wanted to make a concerto
happen.”
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The result is a work designed to reflect
Ibragimova’s dynamic and intense,
fiercely intelligent playing. Like the
ensuing Flute Concerto, it’s cast in a
traditional three movement structure,
fast-slow-fast: I Allegro molto; II Andante;
and III Allegro molto. Again – but here
with that unbridled fire at which the violin
excels – these designations are subtly
subverted in music of attacking virtuosity
and molten lyricism, often switching from
one to the other in an instant.
Each movement combines a kind of
mercurial, expressive fury with firmly
balanced, more delicately held textures,
always alive to sheer beauty of line. The
first throws down the dramatic gauntlet
with a rapid-fire triplet figure containing
the fifths and sixths which pervade
the piece in many guises. Aggressive
punctuation from bass drum and
pizzicato strings tries to thwart the violin
before it’s even started – but to no avail.
Alternating torrents of arpeggios with
high, singing arcs, the soloist pulls and
pushes the orchestra about her.
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That singing becomes searingly poignant
in the second movement, set up by an
unexpected subsiding of the first. Here
the violin pours forth in impassioned
long lines, intercut by faster passages
in which woodwind flurries only seem to
intensify the melodicism that rises again
in response. Both dramatic and exquisite,
the movement sighs to a close with a
descending modal scale, prefigured by a
bittersweet horn chorale.
Wildly spirited, the third movement is
slapped into life by a Bartók pizzicato
from orchestral strings that now goad,
now soothe the soloist. The interplay here
is complex yet ever-clear as the violinist
almost literally elbows her way through
textures – and her own, at times frantic,
material – which fail to overwhelm her.
Like the first movement, the ending is
unexpected. As Watkins describes, it
“works up to a huge virtuosic climax”
yet “fades away in a rather sort of sad,
wistful manner.” Tellingly he adds, “I quite
enjoy doing that; pulling the rug from
under your feet.”

Commissioned by BBC Radio 3. Premiere
performance, Alina Ibragimova and the BBC
Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Edward
Gardner, Royal Albert Hall, BBC Proms, 17
August 2010.

Symphony (2016-17)
Despite its supposed death by ultramodernism post-war, the symphony has
never gone away – and Watkins has now
added to the repertoire in emphatic style.
Indeed, he’s long seemed a symphonist
in waiting, with a natural affinity for bigboned yet finely-wrought drama writ large.
However, those who harbour assumptions
about Watkins’ attitudes to tradition –
and who missed the signs in his
subversion of classical forms hitherto –
could find themselves startled as well
as impressed by his Symphony; a highly
imaginative, intuitive re-interpretation
of the genre by a composer with a
distinctive voice – and a tremendous feel
for orchestral writing.
The idiom remains lyrically tonal, spiced
with a sometimes modal chromaticism –

and many familiar hallmarks pop up as
the Symphony unfolds: from repeated
triplet figurations to pulsing single notes;
from long-breathed, arching melodies to
gently off-kilter rhythms and sectional
interplay which builds and subsides in
a perpetual ebb and flow. But it’s that
very familiarity that Watkins exploits in
generating newness and excitement,
constantly reworking his material –
perhaps not unlike Sibelius – within a
framework that evolves in kind.
The work is cast in two movements:
I Allegro molto and II Lento. This is
hardly conventional symphonic design
yet, as in the concertos but more so,
the designations prove deceptive. The
first movement is an energetic 5/4
within which rhythms get stretched and
contracted in passages of 3/4. Creating
a rolling momentum, Watkins is unafraid
to stop and restart – or to veer off into
new ideas which get added to the mix: a
ghostly, muted trombone passage being
one important example. But everything
from the smallest detail of, say, a sudden
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dotted figure or a harmonic swerve via a
sequence is liable to be gathered up and
swept along.
Movement two turns out to be far more
than a simple foil to movement one.
It comprises a fascinating series of
episodes, subtly accelerating then falling
back in a succession of ever-faster tempi
starting at a reflective crotchet = 52,
all the while matching the ebb and flow
in eloquently translucent textures. Via
crotchet = 120, we eventually arrive at
the first movement tempo: crotchet =
168. A brief falling back, then più mosso
crotchet = 180 for a short, bracing
passage then, suddenly ... stop. Midphrase.
Only when the runaway train suddenly
hits the buffers so to speak does it
become clear that the entire movement
has been leading to this point – and,
moreover, that Watkins has achieved it
by quietly gathering not just rhythmic but
melodic, harmonic and textual threads
throughout the piece to that end.
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It’s a brilliant design; satisfying and
wrongfooting in equal measure. And it
makes the prospect of Watkins’ next
piece – whatever form that may take –
very tantalising indeed.
Commissioned by Hallé Concerts Society
and funded by the Britten-Pears Foundation.
Premiere performance Hallé conducted by
Sir Mark Elder, Bridgewater Hall, Manchester,
20 April 2017.
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HUW WATKINS ON NMC
In my craft or sullen art NMC D164
Mark Padmore tenor | Elias String Quartet
Paul Watkins cello | The Nash Ensemble
Alina Ibragimova violin | Huw Watkins piano
Sea Eagle NMC D203
featuring Huw Watkins’ Trio
Richard Watkins horn
The NMC Songbook NMC D150
featuring Huw Watkins’ Proud Maisie
Claire Booth soprano | Huw Watkins piano

Huw Watkins was born in Wales in 1976
and studied piano with Peter Lawson at
Chetham’s School of Music and composition
with Robin Holloway, Alexander Goehr and
Julian Anderson at Cambridge and the Royal
College of Music. In 2001 he was awarded
the Constant and Kit Lambert Junior
Fellowship at the Royal College of Music,
where he later taught composition. He is
currently an Honorary Research Fellow at
the Royal Academy of Music.
Watkins’ orchestral works include
commissions by BBC Symphony Orchestra
and London Symphony Orchestra. As
Composer in Association with the BBC
National Orchestra of Wales (2015-2019),
Watkins has written a Cello Concerto (2016)
for his brother, the cellist Paul Watkins,
premiered at the BBC Proms under Thomas
Søndergård, and Spring (2017), premiered
under Ryan Wigglesworth.
Chamber music is central to Watkins’
output, complementing his parallel career
as a pianist. His violin Partita was written
for Alina Ibragimova and the viola Fantasy
was written for Lawrence Power. Longtime supporters The Nash Ensemble
commissioned a Horn Trio, and his String
Quartet for the Carducci Quartet was a
commission from the Manchester Chamber

Concerts Society. Watkins was awarded
the Chamber Music Society of Lincoln
Center’s 2016 Stoeger Prize, and in 2018
they commissioned his Piano Quintet with
Wigmore Hall. Other works for Watkins
include Four Fables (2018) for clarinet
and piano trio which premiered at Three
Choirs Festival, and subsequently toured
throughout the UK.
Watkins’ has also written various vocal
works including In my craft or sullen art
for tenor and string quartet, premiered by
Mark Padmore and the Petersen Quartet
at Wigmore Hall and Five Larkin Songs for
soprano and piano, which won a British
Composer Award. Music Theatre Wales
commissioned two chamber operas, both
with libretti by David Harsent: Crime Fiction
(2008) followed by In the Locked Room
(2011-2012) a co-commission with Scottish
Opera which received a new production at
Staatsoper Hamburg in 2015 and at the
Royal College of Music in July 2018.
As one of the UK’s finest pianists Watkins
has premiered works by Oliver Knussen,
Mark-Anthony Turnage, John Woolrich and
Michael Zev Gordon and has performed
concertos with numerous leading orchestras
including the BBC Symphony Orchestra and
London Sinfonietta.
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As a soloist, Alina has performed with
orchestra’s including the Boston Symphony,
Montreal Symphony, Tokyo Symphony,
London Symphony and London Philharmonic
Orchestra’s as well as the Deutsches
Symphonie-Orchester Berlin, Chamber
Orchestra of Europe. As a recitalist Alina
has appeared at venues including Wigmore
Hall, Concertgebouw Amsterdam, Salzburg
Mozarteum, Vienna’s Musikverein and Carnegie
Hall.
Alina has been the recipient of awards including
the Royal Philharmonic Society Young Artist
Award 2010, the Borletti-Buitoni Trust Award
2008, the Classical BRIT Young Performer of
the Year Award 2009 and was made an MBE in
the 2016 New Year Honours List.
Alina records for Hyperion Records and
performs on a c1775 Anselmo Bellosio violin
kindly provided by Georg von Opel.
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At the forefront of
a new generation
of wind soloists,
Adam Walker was
appointed principal
flute of the London
Symphony Orchestra
in 2009 at the age
of 21 and received
the Outstanding
Young Artist Award
at MIDEM Classique
in Cannes. In 2010
he won a Borletti-Buitoni Trust Fellowship Award
and was shortlisted for the Royal Philharmonic
Society’s Outstanding Young Artist Award.
photo © Christa Holka
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Performing music
from baroque to
new commissions
on both modern and
period instruments,
Alina Ibragimova
has established
a reputation as
one of the most
accomplished and
intriguing violinists
of her generation.

An ambassador for the flute with a ferocious
appetite for repertoire, Adam’s recent concerto
highlights include engagements with the BBC
Philharmonic, BBC National Orchestra of
Wales, Baltimore Symphony, Seattle Symphony,
Orquesta Sinfónica Nacional de Mexico, Seoul
Philharmonic and the Malaysian Philharmonic.
As a committed recitalist and chamber
musician, recent highlights have taken Adam
to the Wigmore Hall, LSO St Luke’s, De Singel,
Musée du Louvre, Hamburg Elbphilharmonie
and the Delft, West Cork, Utrecht and
Moritzburg Chamber Music Festivals.

Information about all the artists on this
disc can be found on NMC’s website:

www.nmcrec.co.uk
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music accessible to the widest possible

of our work each year.
NMC is especially grateful for
the support of Jeremy Marchant
and the Colwinston Charitable
Trust in making this recording.

The generous support of our Friends
and individual donors ensures we can
keep releasing essential recordings like

With special thanks to the Britten-Pears Foundation
for supporting the commissioning of Symphony,
and to the Borletti-Buitoni Trust, London Symphony
Orchestra, and the Fidelio Charitable Trust, for
supporting the commissioning of Flute Concerto.

this one. There are many ways you can
support our work, and if you would like
to know more, please visit:
www.nmcrec.co.uk/support-us.
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